Component 2 Art, Craft and Design

Standard mark = 62

Keyword descriptors from the taxonomy:
- Advanced
- Comprehensive
- Perceptive
- Resolved
- Accomplished
- Convincing
- Focused
- Refined
- Risk-taking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>AO1</th>
<th>AO2</th>
<th>AO3</th>
<th>AO4</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mark</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5/6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Fully confident and assured ability
- Just exceptional ability
- Just exceptional ability
- Fully confident and assured ability
Standard mark = 62
IN DEPTH ARTIST ANALYSIS.

I chose to focus on half-lengths when the head and 
body began stretching my focus. I felt connected to 
the artist capture of the face and the symmetry of 
the hands, capturing and refining the details in 
the fingers, essentially when all the head is.

My approach was to contrast the left hand, 
where it comes to the black skin, with the 
right hand, which has light skin. The same is 
true of the eyes, the lips, and the texture of 
the hair. The eyes are large and protruding in 
the left hand, while the right hand shows 
the same features, but in a more subtle way.

The texture of the skin is important, as is the 
shape of the nose, and the movement of the 
expression. The light and shadow play an 
important role in the overall effect.

DEVELOPMENT 1.

When deciding which processes to use 
for each step, I focused on the detail 
and the composition of the piece. I 
also took into consideration the 
light and shadow, the color, and the 
texture.

DEVELOPMENT 2.

The final piece concept involved 
considering the color and the 
light. I used contrasting colors 
and shades to create depth and 
interest. The final piece was 
achieved through careful 
attention to detail and 
composition.

FINAL PIECE CONCEPT.

This piece was inspired by the 
artistic approaches of 
other artists, focusing on 
the details and the 
overall effect.
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**Comments:**
- There is evidence of an accomplished development of ideas with a focused investigation approach.
- The candidate explores ideas through a convincing process of experimentation and review.
- Annotation is comprehensive, demonstrating a high level of critical judgement and analysis.
- The refinement of ideas is informed by personal insights and investigations. Knowledge, understanding and skills are effective and focused throughout.
- The candidate has used the period of sustained focus to create an accomplished outcome informed by their comprehensive and sustained preparatory studies.